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Do your mats 
need to be 
mobile or 

stationary? 
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What Gym Mat Do You Need?

David Van Kooten  |  July 2, 2021

MMA

Brazilian 
Jujitsu/ 
Jujitsu

Karate or 
Kickboxing

A combination of Weight 
Lifting and Combat 

Sports             

Stationary Best Mats For Rapid Setup, Tear Down, and Storage
 1. XPE Rollout Mats- Versatile, easy-to-use mats which require two people to set up. Velcro 
connecters avoid the mats slipping apart. Simply roll into a cylinder and store. 
2. 20mm  EVA Jigsaw Mats- Easy to move and store due to their thin size, but the puzzle piece 
connectors can break and cause toe traps, gaps in the mats.
3. 30mm EVA Jigsaw Mats- A little heavier than the 20mm mats, which allows for greater 
cushioner, but sacrifices mobility. Consider purcahsing trolleys to help you for setup and tear 
down. Toe traps can result from broken puzzle connectors. 

Groundwork

Stand Up 

Tatami Coating
Modelled off of traditional Japanese flooring, Tatami 

coated mats can help prevent mat burn, while also giving 
great grip

High Traction Dimple Effect
Mats that have this coating are great for grip, and help 

combatants make quick, blitzing movements.

Premier Grip 
High Traction 
Dimple Mats

Impact Tatami 
Line of Mats

3. Propreity Wall Mats
At Bristish MMA mats we now offer wall 

mats with the logo of your gym on it.
It's mounted to chipboard

3 Ways to Add Wall Mats to Your Gym 

1. Jigsaw Wall Mats
Continue the jigsaw mat pattern up the 

walls, to add more protection for the 
members of your gym

2. Rollout Wall Mats
Using standard rollout mats, you 

can increase the level of protection 
in your gym

XPE Mats- Have no odour 
Rubber mats -have a distinct smell picked up through 

the manufacturing process (vulcanization). 
EVA Mats- Initiatally offgas an acrid, sulphur-like smell, 

but the smell loses potency over time.

Do you need gym mats  for Shock Absorption or Cushioning Falls ?

Cushioning Falls 

Does your sport  predominatly 
deal with throws from  critical 

heights (1.5m+) 

Yes
No

EVA Foam- melts at 60 degrees C. 

XPE - Has the highest fire 
retardent properties 

(Thermal Decomposition 
over 160 degrees C). 

Rubber- Unlike the other mats, Rubber doesn't 
melt, it burns(ignition temperature is 260 

degrees C) .

EPE: Although EPE mats have a low 
thermal conductivity (Melting at 80 

degrees C), if wrapped in PVC, when 
burned EPE foam can create toxic 

clorine gas. 

 
 

Best Gym Mat for Shock Abosorption Weight Training
- 1mX1mX 20mm Blue Fleck Rubber Tiles 

- Made from quality rubber, mixed with vibrant blue flecks of rubber
- Toughest product to protect floors against dropped barbells and 

dumbells. 
- Rubber has a distinct odour 

Best Types Of Mats for Cushioning Falls 
-  1mX1mX 40mm Jigsaw 

- Made from EVA memory foam
- Perfect for MMA and Jujitsu
- Thick 40mm foam cushions falls over 1.5m

- 1mx1mx40mm Judo Mat 
- Polyurethane Foam
- Standard Tatami coating
- Crushed foam wrapped in a welded PVC coating

- 3m x 1.5mx 40mm Rollout Mat 
- XPE foam which provides the best between both cushioning and grip.
- Light weight XPE roll out mats for rapid deployment of MMA flooring.
- These mats Veclro together

 

Best Types Of Mats for Cushioning  Falls
- 1mX1mX 30mm BJJ Tatami Jigsaw Mat 

- Made from closed cell EVA foam
- Easy to cut to the proper size
- Great for standup sports like Karate and Kickboxing

- 1mX1mX 20mm High Traction Jigsaw 
- Made from EVA foam
- Super durable and designed for a long life
- Made from water proof foam that is easy to clean. 

 

Best Stationary Mat
- 40mm EVA Jigsaw Mat

Shock Aborsoption
(Heavy Weights: Barbells,Dumbells, 

Kettlebells, etc.)
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